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Hearing the fifth Prince’s words, Yun Zhichen’s face was slightly stiff. “If my second uncle was still alive, 

our Yunwang Manor wouldn’t have become like this. 

 

“Unfortunately, little ninth sister is a woman. If she were a man, she would be perfect as the Yunwang 

Lord. After all, the Yun family army only became so powerful in the hands of second uncle.” 

 

The fifth Prince’s eyes flashed and he said indifferently, “Without a son, a son-in-law is also fine.” 

 

Before Yun Zhichen could react to the fifth Prince’s words, he saw the fifth prince turn around and leave 

the house. 

 

Yun Zhichen was suddenly shocked. His Highness meant that… could it be that he wanted to marry little 

jiu? 

 

Yun Zhichen did not have time to think and quickly chased after her. 

 

Yun Chujiu had already entered a shop that sold equipment. The owner of the shop had already seen 

the commotion for half a day and knew that this Miss Jiu was not someone to be trifled with, hence, his 

smile was full of enthusiasm. “Miss Jiu, please take a look. If you like one, I will give you the best price.” 

 

Yun chujiu nodded and glanced around the shop. She found a few puppets made of thousand hammer 

iron. She asked the owner to demonstrate them and found that they were not much different from the 

puppets she had seen before, it was just that they were more exquisite and sturdier. 

 

“These puppets are a little weak in defense. Do you have any puppets made of better materials?”Yun 

chujiu asked. 

 



Before the shop owner could say anything, he heard a gentle female voice say, “Sister Jiu, why did you 

buy the puppets?” 

 

Yun chujiu turned around and saw Princess Xi Yue and Zheng Xueying walking in. Princess Xi Yue was 

smiling like a spring breeze, but Zheng Xueying’s eyes were full of resentment. 

 

Yun Chujiu said with a smile, “I bought it to protect myself. After all, I’m so weak. If I have a puppet, I can 

buy some time to escape.” 

 

Zheng xueying sneered, then she said, “Yun Chujiu, it’s not that I look down on you. Even if you have a 

puppet made of good materials, can you afford it? “Besides, puppets are of little value. They can only 

defend but not attack. With that kind of money, you might as well buy more talismans.” 

 

“Thank you for your reminder, but I still want to buy a few puppets. Boss, do you have a puppet made of 

better materials? The price is not a problem. After all, this money is in the public accounts of the Cloud 

King’s Mansion.”Yun Chujiu said with a smile. 

 

Princess Xi Yue’s expression immediately changed. The official account of the Cloud King Mansion? This 

Yun Chujiu was really shameless. Puppets made of good materials were very expensive. Why should she 

go through the official account? 

 

The shop owner was overjoyed. He quickly said, “Ninth miss, there are a few thousand-year-old black 

iron puppets on the second floor. It can be said that they are the most valuable treasures in our shop. 

 

“The items are definitely good, but because the price is relatively high and everyone doesn’t know the 

goods, we haven’t sold them.” 

 

Yun Chujiu raised her eyebrows. “Is that so? Bring me up to take a look.” 

 



Princess Xi Yue’s eyes flashed as she followed behind. She thought to herself, if the price was cheap, it 

would be fine. But if it was really expensive, no matter what, she couldn’t let her go through the public 

accounts. She would definitely ruin it. 

 

Everyone went up to the second floor. After the shop owner opened a few restrictions, he opened 

another cabinet. There was a puppet inside. 

 

Almost at first glance, Yun Chujiu decided to buy it! 

 

Because this puppet was not only exquisitely made, but the material looked very hard. If she added the 

puppet disk with her spiritual sense, it would be a great killing tool. 


